[False Medical Treatment Investigation in Otorhinolaryngology by the MDK in Lower Saxony and Bremen].
Objective: In a retrospective study the cases of possibly false medical treatment investigated by the Health Advisory Boards (MDK) in Lower Saxony and Bremen, Germany, in the years from 2012 to 2015 were analyzed. Material and Methods: All relevant data - especially diagnoses and procedures - were recorded in accordance to a standardized data entry form and were evaluated. In addition, relevant case studies are presented. Results: Altogether 206 cases of possibly false medical treatment were recorded for the investigated period. Among them there were 24 cases (12%), in which a false medical treatment was detected. The relevant case studies showed on the one hand, that relevant false medical treatment does occur in the field of ENT-surgery and on the other hand that it is sometimes very difficult do get the right decision even on a high-skilled background. Conclusions: In the field of Otorhinolaryngology there is a constant number of cases for examination in possibly false medical treatment, although the number of detection of false medical treatment is rather lower than in other disciplines. Analysis of possible false medical treatment cases produces the chance of preventing false medical treatment in future.